CONTENT SERVICES

FARM BUREAU INSURANCE OF MICHIGAN
DELIGHTS CUSTOMERS WITH DATA ACCESS
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

BACKGROUND
The Farm Bureau Insurance of Michigan
(FBIM) was founded in 1949 by members
of the Michigan Farm Bureau who
wanted an insurance company that
worked as hard as they did and delivered
honest service. Today, with more than
800 associates and nearly 450 agents
across all regions of Michigan, FBIM
is dedicated to protecting its 500,000
Michigan policyholders from the risks of
everyday life.
As a trusted advisor to its customers,
FBIM develops a deep understanding
of the challenges its customers face. It
has been named a top 100 insurance
company by National Underwriter and
a Top 50 Life-Health Company 23 times
and a 50 Property and Casualty Top
Performer in 2018 by the Ward Group.

CHALLENGE
FBIM knew its content management was hindering the level of service it could deliver
customers. When first implemented decades ago, the company was still using paper- and
Microfische-based processes to access information. The company struggled granting
employees’ access to documents that associated to insurance policies, as well as to
key reports and measurements. Employees also couldn’t access, call back or retrieve
information easily.
Prior to implementing Mobius, employees had to determine the nature and date of the
document and then physically go to FBIM’s warehouse to access and retrieve paperbased information if the document was no longer on premises. The employee would then
have to find the document in a box, bring it back to the office and review it. If information
existed in a Microfische format, there was no easy way to recreate the document or store
it in an accessible format to be viewed. Employees had to constantly switch between the
two systems depending on where content lived.
FBIM’s document access options were inefficient, difficult and time-consuming. Most
important, it was near impossible to get back to source documents, which is necessary
to confirm if transactions occurred. To deliver the fast, high-quality service its clients
deserved, FBIM sought out a solution with two criteria: First, it needed an on-demand
system that made it easy for internal employees to access documents through different
desktop mediums, regardless of where the person or the document was located. Second,
it wanted a way for customers to access and view documents through the FBIM website.
These capabilities would ensure back-end inefficiencies no longer hindered customer
experience.

SOLUTION
FBIM found Mobius appealing because it could record any
information being created and make it available predominantly
through a mainframe-based system. Mobius could also index
all historical references of documents that FBIM possessed and
create an on-demand call that allowed employees to retrieve
information quickly.
FBIM implemented Mobius in 1975. FBIM had stored 300
thousand policies in its repository – from documents to renewal
instances – all of which were captured in and accessed through
Mobius. Rather than navigating between two systems – paper
and Microfische – employees could simply go to one source,
pull up the document they wanted and view it.
FBIM added the ASG Mobius-ViewDirect (ViewDirect) suite,
which interfaced with the foundational Mobius content
management solution. ViewDirect brought together all of
FBIM’s content, regardless of type, platform or environment,
to provide a unified view of corporate information. With
ViewDirect’s flexible search options, employees could search
for specific document types and dates, eliminating the need to
comb through boxes of physical files. Better yet, the search was
no longer code-based, so people could enter common words
and terms.

purpose-based organization, so
“weWewantaretoa deliver
the best service possible.
Several years ago, we chose Mobius as
our document repository solution for our
mainframe environment. ASG always made
themselves available to us when needed
throughout our long tenure of doing
business together. If we reach out, we know
we will get the service we need – which
means our customers will, too.

”

Kim Bailey
Vice President of Information
Systems Division,
Farm Bureau Insurance of Michigan
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RESULTS
With ViewDirect, Mobius training was reduced from several
days to a mere 15 minutes. FBIM employees could simply click
a link in ViewDirect and see documents in real time via an app.
They could also look at the index and see all transactions from
the past day, which customers were active, the nature of their
activity and what documents were created. This capability
drastically streamlined access and sped up document retrieval
for internal employees – putting the insight they needed at
their fingertips. It was especially valuable for FBIM’s claims
group, which serves customers in terms of loss. Through
Mobius, claims agents could look at a specific policy and when
the loss occurred, and ensure FBIM applied proper coverage
based on the risk.
Most important, FBIM clients gained on-demand access to
view policy documents anytime, anywhere. Mobius allowed
clients to visit the FBIM website, enter their policy information,
go into the document center and request the document they
were looking for. Employees could then call the document
from the Mobius system, render it through the website and
show it to customers on demand. This speed and convenience
significantly enhanced the customer experience. For instance,
the state of Michigan requires proof of insurance through an ID
card. Using Mobius, FBIM clients could pull up their IDs quickly
via an app, meeting state requirements for proof of insurance.
As an ASG customer of 40+ years, FBIM has continuously
improved its information management and access to serve
customers. While employees are equipped to work smarter and
faster, customers are empowered to access the information
they need to live safer – anytime, anywhere.
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